Rosecrest Elementary
Community Council Meeting
Monday, September 12 @ 3:00 in Media Center
Members Present: Julie Bodily, Becky Mott, Jane Thomas, Andie Brown, Nancy Hardy, Jen
Jessop, Becky Pettit, and Tina West
1. Roster Updates with emails and phone numbers, years of service on council
Roster was completed and Tina Will put it online.
2. Select or review chair, vice-chair, and secretary
We will have co-chairs of Andie Brown and Becky Mott. Julie will be the secretary.
3. Trust Lands 2011-2012 School Plan Goal Review
Goals from 2010-2011 were reviewed in light of changes at the school and
additional funding.
Writing will be added as a focus area.
The specific changes to the planned steps part of the school plan are as
follows: change the wording in the first two bullet points to read correctly;
remove the word “two” from the reading aides in case we need to hire more;
and check copyright laws on the 6 Minute Solutions to determine if we need
to order more.
Other changes to the plan are under expenditures which include: eliminating
the need to purchase computer tables; and not purchased the Imagine
Learning software program for Kindergarteners as it is $150 per student
per year – we will get the program for our ELL students and determine for
next year if it is valuable enough to warrant spending the funds. We will also
look into eSuite next year as it is $5000 per year for the school.
4. What to do with additional funding??
This is the allocation of funds at this time: $1000 to Substitute Teachers
for Professional Leave; $4200 to Textbooks to purchase Leveled Readers
for Imagine It grades 1 to 3; $5000 to Equipment to purchase maps and
encourage writing school wide; $1000 to Supplies for needed bulbs in
technology; and the balance in Hourly Aides for Reading and Math help.

5. Data
Discuss AYP Letter that will be sent home Thursday, September 15, 2011.
6. Other?
There was a concern that two bulbs were purchased last year for projectors.
Tina will research and report back.

Next Meeting – October 17 @ 3:00?

